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THE CORONA MECHAN ISM 
IT1 THE PRESENCE OF A MAGNETIC FIELD 

INTRODUCTION 

The influence of a magnetic field on the corona mocha- 

fian is th aubjoct of Investigation prAsentod in this the- 

sis. The classifications arid terminology listed by 

Churchill (1, P. 23) will be utilized in this presentation. 

The influence of the magnetic field on the onset voltae, 

pulse repetition rate, pulse amplitude, radio noise, and 

typo of point wore of interest. 

The study was conducted with a modified point-to-plane 

confiuration. The point projected fro'r a cylindrical bar. 
This geometry simulates a point projecting from a high volt- 

ae conductor. This bar formed the current path for estab- 

lishing the maßnetic field. The point was coupled directly 

to a cathode follower whose output wa displayed on an 

oscilloscope. 

THE AC CORONA GENERATOR 

The corona generator is shown in Figure l-ii. 
rp 

plane electrodo is a 14-inch diameter cast aluminum disc 

with an edge radius of 0.875 inches. It Is mounted hort- 
zontally with its axis twenty-one inches above a lare 

aluminum ground sheot. It i connected directly to the 

high voltage transformer by means of an aluminum shaft. 

To this shaft is also fa3tened a 200 megohrn resistor 

which serves a part of the rosistive voltage divider. 



Figure 1 Equipment used in the investigation. Shown are
the high voltage transformer, plane electrode, bar,
cathode follower, induction regulator and voltmeters,
magnetic breaker, and the Variacs used in the phase shifting
network.
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The high voltage transformer control circuit is shown 

in Figure 2. The water rheostat ws used in the circuit 

when crest voltQge below 40 d1ovo].t$ were desIred. Tha 

11owed the regulator to operate at a hher voltage which 

minimized the h,irinoric stortion. It also ìiade it easier 

to set a desired pap volta;e. 

The high voltage tranforier w calibrated in con- 

junction wIth two volteters arid 6.25cm. and 20 mm. 8phere 

gape. For gap spacings loss than i cm, tho ;ap war irra- 

diated with an ultra-violet lamp. 

The data was correcter to 760 rim. and 25°C. or a ril- 

ative air cnsity of unity. Fii;ure 3 shows the high volt- 

age waveform taken from the r'ist1ve divider at 40, 60, 

and 100 kilovolts crest. 

The current circuit is also shown in Figure 2. The 

aluminum bar W5 located 21 inches above the ground plane, 

parallel to the face of the plane and U inches 

distant from it. 

The point projected throuh the bar s shown in Figure 

4-a. Figure 4-b shows a cross-stctiona1 view of the bar. 

From this illustration, thc limitation on point diameter 

can be seen. The bar sizes availablo were 1, 7/8, 3/4, 

5/8, and 1/2 inch in diameter. 

The waveforms of th voltage across the bar and dt/dt 

for 250, 500, and lOOC) amperes aro shown in Fiíure 5. x- 

amirqt ion of these wveforrns showthat for all practical 



BAR

F*^

101

> 0-103 KV

crest

200 megohms

20,000 ohms

Figure 2 Current and High Voltage control circuit.
Current Control Circuit

A - Thermal trip breaker. B - 3PST knife switch. C - Phase shift network. D - Current
generating transformers. E - Current measuring circuit.
High Voltage Control Circuit
F - DPST knife switch. G - Magnetic trip breaker. H - Induction regulator. I - Isolation
transformer. J - Water rheostat. K - High voltage transformer, L - Resistive voltage
divider.
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Figure 3 High voltage wavefortn obtained from the resis- 

tive divider. Gap voltages are 40, 0, ar1 100 kilovolts 

from top to bottom. Horizontal scale, 5 millisecors per 
centimeter. (In all oscilloscope pictures, the distance 

between njor ca1c divisions represents one centimeter.) 



Figure 4-a Point projecting through the bar

1/8" O.D.
Insulating
Bushing
l/l6" diameter
hole

Figure 4-b Bar cross section at point hole
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Figure 5-a di/dt obtained 
with ari air-core coil. 
Current is 250, 500, and 

1000 amperes from top to 

bottom. Vertical sle, 
0.05 volts/centimeter. 
Horizontal scale, 5 mull- 
seconds/cent line ter. 
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Figure 5-b Voltage across 
the bar. Current-250, 500, 

and 1000 amperes from top 
to bottorn. Vertical scale, 

0.5 volts/centimeter. 
Horizontal scale, 5 muli- 
seconds/centimeter. 
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purnose, they ure alnusoidal. The derivative of current 

with respect to time was obtained by th use of an air core 

coli attached to tho bar. The output of this coli was trite- 

í;rated and compared with the volta;e deveiopei across the 

b'r. The phase difference between the lnterater1 output of 

the cofl. and the voltage aoros the bar was not rflea8urahlo. 

The voltage across the bar was then uaec as a reference 

to obtain the phase relatlonshir between current in the bar 

and gap voltage. A Tektronix type 551 iJual Beam Oscillo- 

scopo Jas used for phase measurements. 

T1e point is coupled directly to a cathode fol1er. 

The schematic diagram is shown in Fi;ure 6. The cathode 

follower is a totally enclosed, air cooled point 

terminating resistor cart b changed qultc easily by sliding 

the device out of itJ aluminum case. As shown by Churchill 

(1, p. 13-17), the corona generator hs an internal imped- 

ance almost infinite. This makes it essentially a constant 

charco generator. The terminating resistor, RL' influences 

only the magnitude of the output voltage but not the total 

charge transfer (1, p. 16). 

The points uod wore 0.010 inch and 0.020 inch d1a'- 

eter steel points, an.ì a 0.020 inch diameter dielectric 

coated steel point. Theae points were measured with a 

50 power stereo microscope. 



Point

)NE 2

3pQQji.
-vw-

—$$$1 Point Terminating
Resistors

15^
-WV-

5718

—I .4150 volts dc
^p 0,2 microfarads

^~10 feet

RG 1K/U

—s»-6 volts dc

Figure 6 Cathode follower circuit diagram.

To oscilloscope

185 ohms

CD
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To facilitate accurate m rorrt of point projec- 

tion, the cathode follcwor ur'it was equipped with a 32 

thread per inch lead screw. This enabled point advance- 

nrnnts of 1/64 of an inch to be made quite easily. 

The equivalent neasuring circuit is ahown .n Figure 7. 

The ahunt capacittnco to ground was meas ired with the point 

projecting through the bar. This value, 14 picofarads, 

inoludes the interelectrode capacitances of the tube ir! the 

cathode follower. 

The risetime of the signal appearing at the grid of 

the cathode follower is distorted by the parallel RC corn- 

bination of and C. This distorted sia1 is further 

modified by the flC combInation RtjC0 arid the risetirne of 

the prearp11fier and oscilloscope vertical amplifier. The 

coaxial cable can be considered as a 1oa1ess line which 

would only introduce delay into the system. 

The output of the cathode follower was displayed on a 

Tektronix Type 545A oscilloscope. Feveral different types 

of plug-in preamplifiers were used. These included the fast 
rise time, wide band, and dual trace units. Occasionally it 

was necessary to ue a Tektronix Type 551 Dual Beam oscillo- 

scope equipped with the fast rise time units. 

The oscilloscope display was photographed with an Allen 

?. DuMont Oscilloacopic Camera equipped with n f 1.9 lens. 
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GRID 10 ft. mmA

Corona

Impulse
Generator T

eg gmeg

C8
RL
gm -

C-p -
rp -

M -

Rm —

Cl "
Rt -

PLATE

Figure 7-a Actual measuring circuit.

- Input shunt capacitance to ground
- Point terminating resistor
- Tube trans conducts nee

- Tube output capacitance
- Tube dynamic plate resistance
- Tube amplification factor
- Coaxial cable terminating resistor

Oscilloscope preamplifier input capacitance
Oscilloscope preamplifier input resistance

GRID CATHODE

Corona

Impulse
Generator

PLATE

Figure 7-b Equivalent measuring circuit.

Co~ Cj+Crp
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1adio noise meL8urements were made with a Stodclart 

Field Intensity meter, type MM2O (5;. or these measure- 

ments, the output ol the cathode follower was coupled to 

the noise meter with a lo picofarad capacitor. The point 

terminating resistor used while making the radio noise 

measurements was 1000 ohms. 



TH' COPONA MECHANISM 

Def1nit.on of Perms 
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In oraor to proceed wIth the discussion of the corona 

mechanism ana the experirenth1 results, the following efi- 

nitiona used by Churchill (1, p. 23) are 4ven. 

riset -- Upon raisiru the gap voltage, the value of' 

this voltage at which corona first appearc. 

hxtinction -- Upon loworing the gaç vcltage, the value 

of this voltage at which corona disappears. 

Initial Pulse -- The first corona pulse appearing on 

the ascending waveform of each half cycle in an 

a-c system. 

Terminal Pulso -- The last corona pulso appearing on 

the descending w'voform of each half cycle of un 

a-c sy8tem. 

Positive .'eohanism 

ifl elnetron enterini the ap where the positive e10- 

trode is producing a diverging field .;ains enough ener.;y to 

cause ionization and excitation by collision. This results 
in a electron avalanche which progresses to the anode . The 

positive ion column left behind effectively extends the 

anode potential into the gap. This effective evtension of 

the anode into the gap cause the gradient at. the head of the 

column to increase. 'ev: avalanches formed by electrons 
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created b photo Ionization from photons liberated during 

the Initial avalanche vnnce toward the head of the posi- 

tive column. This is due to tho head or the positive ion 

column being at the hlL;host potential in the gap. As these 

avalanches proceed toward the head, more columns of positivo 

i(fls are forrne. These new positive ions tend to Increase 

the diameter of the head of the positive colwnn and extend 

it further nto the gap. The for'iation of new positive ions 

ceases when the field at the heaI of the coluirn' is wrnkened 

by the expansion and extension, to the point that new photo- 

electrons cannot gain sufficient energy to cause lenization. 

The mechanism ceases, leaving behind a large positive ion 

8pCO charge. 

ThehIghadient in the vicinity of the point must be 

restored before the mechanism can etart nain. This re- 

quires roiovin the accumulated space charge In the gap. 

The tir'e required to remove the space char1e ;overns the 

pulse repetition rate of the positive corona. 

Chiitéristics of positive point-to-plane corona are 

described very well by Mesecar (3, p. t-15). 

Negative Mechanism 

The ne;ative mnchan:tsm is thitiate bî ar electron 

1eav1n; the vicinity close to the cathode surface. This 

forma an avalanche which is short In both len;th and time. 

rhtons from this initial avalanche strike the oati.ode and 



produce secondary electrons. These electrons form moro new 

Rvalanches. The result of t)'ese avaiRnehea 13 a apCO 

charge of' positive ion3 near the cathode. As the pcsitive 

space charge increases, 1etrors from the av1anchs slow 

down due tc weakoned field farther out in the gap. They 

attach themselves to oxygen olecule by "disoc1ative 

attachment" (2, p. 940), fcrmîn re;ative lone (0). Tifle 

negative jor.8 form another opaco charge beyond the positive 

ion space charge. The growth of those pace charges will 

continue until thero is r.ot sufficiert energy availtihie for 

eccondary electron production. 

The positivo space charge is then swept into the cath- 

ode where the poaltive ions ar neutrelizod. The resulting 
pulso of current is shown in Figure 8. This is the output 

of the cathode follower as observed on an oscilloscope. 
;fter the positivo on space charge has been neutral- 

izad arid the negative ions have proceeded farther into the 

gap, a nevi pulse may start. ':ith microdimenalonal points, 

loss than 0.2 inches in diameter, these pulses occur at 

regular intervals. These pulsos are termed "Trlchel" 

pulsos after J, W. Trichol who investigated them (6). ith 

an a-c ga voltage, the i-torval between pulses decreases 

a3 the instantaneous voltage increases. The increase in 

nuise ronotiton rate is also accompanied by a decrease in 

pulso height. This is in agreement with the investigations 
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Figure 8 Output of the cathode follower in response to
a corona impulse input. Vertical scale, 0.02 volts/
centimeter. Horizontal scale, 0.5 microseconds/centi
meter.
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of d-c point-to-piano corona conducted by ìesecar 

(3, p. 18-29). 

Figure 9 shows the relationship between the intanta- 

neous gap voltage and the corona pulses. The variation in 

pulse hotRht with instantanorus gan voltage is readily 

ahown. The chango in repetition rate from these photo- 

graphs is not apparent, however. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 9 Corona pulse relation to the high voltage
waveform, (a) 0.010 inch diameter point. Top picturej
horizontal scale, 1 millisecond/centimeterj bottom
picture; horizontal scale, 2 milliseconds/centimeter,
(b) 0.020 inch diameter point. Top picture; horizontal
scale, 1 millisecond/centimeter; bottom picture;
horizontal scale, 2 millisecond/centimeter
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TNFLUENCE OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD 

Geometrical Effects on 'orona Parameters 

The modification of the basic pont-to-p1ane geometry 

with the bar has a marked effect on the onset voltage. The 

onset voltage is increased by as much as twenty times the 

value for the same gap spacing with the point-to-plane e- 

ometry. Figure 10 shows the influence of bar diameter with 

a fixed point projection on the onset voltage. As the 

point projection from the bar increases, the values of on- 

set voltage for different diameter bars becomes more nearly 

the same. This is due to the reduced shielding of the 

point by the bar as the point projection increases. The 

curves of Figure 11 show more clearly the effect of reduced 

shielding. 

Within the limits of the point projections investi- 

rated, th onset voltage varied inversely as t1e distance 

from the surface of the bar. This is illustrated in Fig- 

ure 12. Due to the limit on the voltage available, and 

geometrical limits, it was not practical to investigate 

shorter or longer point projections. 

The variation of repetition rate with point proje- 

tion is shown in Figure l for a constant gap voltage. 

The repetition rate was obtained by measuring the average 

period between the initial pulse and the next pulse. The 

measurement was made from the oscilloscope display. 
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lOOr

0.2 0.4
BAR DIAMETER, INCHES

Figure 10 Variation of onset voltage with bar diameter for

0.6 0.8

a constant point projection.
Relative air density, 0.98
A -3/32" point projection
B -1/8" point projection
C -5/32" point projection

Point diameter, 0.020 inches,

D - 3/l6M point projection
E - l/+n point projection
F - 5/16" point projection

1.0
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2/64 4/64 6/64 8/64
POINT PROJECTION, INCHES

Figure 11 Point projection influence on onset voltage with a constant bar diameter.
Relative air density, 0.98. ©- 0.020" diameter point.A- 0.010" diameter point.
A - 1" diameter bar D - 1" diameter bar

B - 3/4" diameter bar E - 3/4" diameter bar
C - 1/2" diameter bar F - 1/2" diameter bar

10/64 12/64 U/64 16/64 18/64

CO
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100

0 4 8 12 16
l/d, (INCHESJ"1

Figure 12 Variation in onset voltage with l/d, where d
is the projection from the surface of the bar.
A - 1" diameter bar; B - 3/4" diameter bar; C - 1/2"
diameter bar; D - 1" diameter bar; E - 3/4" diameter
bar; F - 1/2" diameter bar.
6 - 0.020 inch diameter point
A- 0.010 inch diameter point
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20/64

4/64 ""8764 12/64 16/64 20/64
POINT PROJECTION, INCHES

Figure 13 Influence of point projection on
pulse repetition rate with a constant bar diameter.
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This rneasirmont clzo bstartiates the premise that 

the bar shields the point rncreQsed rcpetit ion rate ror 
fixed gap voltage iust be due to higher gradir:t in the 

region of tie point. Higher gradients In thIs region could 

only be due to d reaset shielding by the bar. 

The circuit configuration limits the measurement of 

Ion currents to the discharges which occur from the point 

only. This eliminates any measurements of the phenoiena 

htch iight occur on the bar. .ìue to the increase In te 

onset voltae, this investigation was restricted to nega- 

tive corona. The maximum crest voltage avai1ah1 fro'i the 

high voltage trarisforner was 103 k.lovolta. The voltage 

roaulred for positive streamer onset for a 0.01 inch diamo- 

ter poir't with a 7.5 inch gap In th classical point-to- 

plane geometry is approximately 60 kilovolts crest. The 

shielding due to the bar will raise the streamer onset 

voltage also. The exact increase Is not known, for with 

the point projections investigated, positive streamers were 

nover observe-i. 

Characteristics of the Magnetic Field 

The magnetic field produced b a known current 11owin.; 

in the bar can be calc.lated by using Ampere's Law. The 

bar can be considered a long, straight conductor for the 

point projections ursr Investigation. Ampere's Law is 

stated in equation form below. 



jÎ. ]. - T aperes (1) 
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This equation states that the line interal of H, the 

magnetizing force, 

current enclosed. 

r1, from the cente 

lindrical shape of 

is equal to 

around a closed path is equal to the 

The magnetic field at a fixed radius 

r of the bar is the same due to the cy 

the bar. The averag' maetizing force 

i amperes 
- a. meter (2) 

The magnetic flux density, B, is obtained by the 

follwing relationship. 

- - Vebers 
B ,'( Z4H 2 meter (5) 

- _)o&rI .'ebers 
B - 

f1Ti 
ae mete.r (4) 

The aymbol,,a0 is the permeability of free space. Its 

value 18 41r x lO' webers/ampere meter. The relative per- 

meability,J4r, for air is unity. 

The current, I, varies sinusoidally with tirre us shown 

earlier. }eplaoing I in equation (4) we obtain equation 

(5). 

¡::Iac'max sin Wt a5 (5) 
2trrj 

;ith a current of 1000 amperes PMS flowing through r 

i inch diameter bar, the maximum magnetic flux density at 

the surface of the bar would be 1.79 -: 1O ebers/meter2. 
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At a distance of 0.5 inches from the surface of the bar, 

the iiaximuxn flux density would be O.o95 x icr2 ':ebers/ 

meter2. These values of flux density ara within the same 

range as those encountered on high voltage transmission 

linos. 

The equation for the force on a charged particle in 

tirre varying magnetic field could be introduced here. How- 

ever, it would be of no significant valua to the discussion. 

rigorous mathematical analysis of tha force on the charged 

narticies in the region of the point is beyond the scope of' 

this investigation. The mathematical analysis of the olee- 

tron avalanche and the associated space charge, and the re- 

sultant distortion of' the electric field ha not been su'- 

ficiently refined to b- of any rractical value to this in- 

vestigation. 

The range of the phase angle between current and volt- 

age on a transmission line in the field would most likely 

be 900 lag to 900 load. With the laboratory equipment, nriy 

phase angle from 00 to 600 was available. To insure that 

the investigation was complete, phase angles throughout the 

entire range were used. 

In order to çrevent chariing the air density in the 

vicinity of the point, the current through the bar was not 

maintained long enough to cause appreciable heating. 

limited duty cycle was also imposed to rrvent damage to 

the current transformers used to venerate the current. TO 
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obtain currents in excess of 1000 amperes, it was necea3ary 

to exceed t're orma1 1iit of 5 amperes or thr1 secondary of 

eec! current transformer. 

)n8et Voltage 

T}-e value of onset volta;o was reteriined by increasing 
the gap voltage until a corona pul8o appeared on each nega- 

tive half cycle on a mu1tiph cycle oscilloscopn display. 
Figure l4- shows onset voltage as a finction of current in 

thn bar . From this c'rve, it is apparent that current mag- 

nitude has no effect on the onset voltage. The phase an1e 
between current and voltare produces no sL;nificant change 

in onset as shown in F1;ure 14-b. The small variations of 

the onset volta::e are leas than 0.2', which are well within 

the limits of exrerirental error. 
The values of onset voltage were obtained by first ad- 

usting the current flow throu;h the bar and then incros1n 
the gap voltage. Setting the gap voltage first and then 

increasing the current in the bar was also tried. Tere was 

no difference noticed between the two methoda. 

i1ectr1cal Position of Initial and Terminal Pulses 

The position of the initial and terminal pulsos on the 

high voltae waveform is shown in Figure 15. The electrl- 
cal position of these pulses showed no variation due to the 

maínetic field. 
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TOO 120"
ELECTRICAL POSITION, DEGREES LAGGING WAVE ZERO

Figure 15 Initial and terminal pulse electrical position on the high voltage wave
form with increasing gap voltage. The separation of curves B and C show the phenomenon
of"termination lead". 0.020" diameter point. 1/4" point projection. Relative air
density, 0.98. A- Curve A-initial pulse locus. • - Curve B-terminal pulse locus.
© - Curve C-constant 51.3 kilovolt intercept on the high voltage waveform.

to
•o



The distortion of the high voltaíe waveform is appar- 

nt from the fact that the neg)ativo and positive crests 

occur at loo degrees lagging wave zero instead of 90 dc- 

reea. Curvo A of Figure 15 is the locus of a 51.3 kilo- 

volt intercept on the high voltage waveform as the crest 

voltage is increased. 

The phenomenon of "termination lead" as described by 

Churchill Is evident n Firure 15 (1, p. 25-27). "Termina- 

tion lead" is the difference between the electrical posi- 

tions of the Initial arid terminal pulses with respect to 

the electrical position of the crest of the wave for a 

fixod crest voltage. This indicates that for a fixed crest 

voltabe ;roHter than the minimum onset voltage, the termi- 

rial pulse occurs at a voltage of higher magnitude than the 

initial pulse. This phenomenon should not be confused with 

difference between IThIS values of onset and extinction volt- 

age with a changing gap voltage. In the case of the chan- 

ing gap voltage, the extinction voltage will be lower than 

the onset voltage. 

The amourt of termination lead was not affected by the 

marnitude O! phase angle of the current through the bar. 

Pepetition Rate 

The average pulse repetition rate showed no variation 

due to the applied magnetic field. Figure 16 shows photo- 

graphs of the cathode follower output as displayed on a 



(a)
Phase angle 0°

(b)
Phase angle 180
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(c) o (d) oPhase angle 90u Lag Phase angle 90° Lead
Figure 16 Cathode follower output, 76 kilovolts crest,
0,010 inch diameter point, l/l6 inch projection, relative
air density, 0,99« Top trace, no currentj middle trace,
500 amperes? bottom trace, 1000 amperes. Vertical scale,
20 millivolts/centimeter. Horizontal scale, 20 micro
seconds/centimeter.
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Tektronix typA 545A oaotlloeoope. Currents of O, 500, and 

1000 amperes wero used at phse an1es of 00, s.900, -90°, 

and 180°. Ther is a var1atio 1r the di8trlbution of the 

pulses in thnae pictures. However, oornparing the distribu- 

tions for no curront in each of the four photographe shcws 

that there is a definite difference tn diatribution. This 

18 primarily due to small fluctuations ir line voltage. 

Line voltage regulatior was a continual problem. In most 

cases, its ma;n1tudo was very small ana dici not affect the 

re8ults. However, its influence on th distribution of 

the pulses Was quite viaible on the oscilloscope. Figura 

17-a shows consecutive photographs taken 1 minute apart. 

The gap voltago was maintained at 90 Xv for tse expo- 

sures. During the period when those pictures were taken, 

small line voltage fluctuations were noticed on the volt- 

meter. Figure 17-b shows the cathode follower output for 

the same conditions with an increased sweep speed. 

Pulse Heigit 

Within the resolution power of the oscilloscope, no 

variation in pulse height could be detectad as the magnet- 

ic field was rpp1ied. Figure 18 shows the output pulse of 

the cathode follower ror three different values of curr&t 

ad four phso angle.. ir the reptit1on rate is unaffect- 

ed, the pulse heit would also be unaffected (3, p. 26-29). 
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(a)
Cathode follower output.
Horizontal scale, 20 micro
seconds/centimeter.

Figure 17 Variation in pulse
distribution with time. One
minute between exposures.
Gap voltage, 90 kilovolts crest,
0,020 inch diameter point,
3/l6 inch point projection.
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(b)
Cathode follower output.
Horizontal scale, 10 micro-
se cond s/centimeter•
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(d) oPhase angle 90° Lag

Figure 18 Pulse output of cathode follower, 90 kilovolts
crest, 0,010 inch diameter point, 1/16 inch projection,
relative air density, 0,99, Top trace, no current;
middle trace, 500 amperesj bottom trace, 1000 amperes.
Vertical scale, 0,02 volts/centimeter. Horizontal scale,
0,5 microseconds/centimeter.



Radio Nolee Characteristics 

!ad10 noise meaaurements were rnado with two typos of 

points. me point was the standard 0.010 inch diameter 

steel point and the other was a 0.010 Inch diameter steel 

point coated with (eneral Cement No. 47-2 Corona Dope. The 

diameter of the coated point was 0.020 inches. This forred 

an insilating layer over the surface of the point. The 

point terminatin; resistor was 1000 ohms for all tests. 

The output of the cathode follower was coupled to the radio 

noise meter by a 10 picofarad capacitor. 

The RIV curves for the steel point are shown In Figures 

19 and 20. There Is no noticeable influence of the magnet- 

Ic field on the Radio Influence Voltage, FI or QP. Cur- 

rents of 250, 500, and 1300 amperes were also used. The 

1300 ampere checks were made only at 00 and l8O. Ait other 

phase an;1es in the rer4on of 90 lead or lag, 1000 amperes 

was the maximum available current. The data taken at thesr 

points shows so little deviation from the 1000 ampere 

curves that it could not be plotted without many points 

falling on top of one another. 

The radio noise characteristics of the coated point 

are illustrated in Figures 21 and 22. .7ith this point, 

both positive and negative discharges occurred. This 

simulated a dielectric point on a transr,ission line. ¡gain, 

there was no apparent influence on the radio noise by the 
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GAP VOLTAGE, KILOVOLTS CREST

Figure 19 Radio influence voltage characteristics of a stf>el
point with changes in current magnitude and phase angle.
1" diameter bar, 0.010" diameter point, l/l6" point projection.
Relative air density, C.99
0- No current
GD- 1000 amperes Phase angle - 0°
A- 1000 amperes Phase angle - 90° Lead
O- 1000 amperes Phase angle - 90° Lag
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GAP VOLTAGE, KILOVOLTS CREST

Figure 20 Radio influence voltage characteristics of a steel
point with changes In current magnitude and phase angle.
1" diameter bar, 0.010" diameter point, l/l6" point projection.
Relative air density, 0.99
O- No current
• - 1000 amperes Phase angle
A- 1000 amperes Phase angle - 90u Lead
<2>- 1000 amperes Phase angle - 90° Lag

- r°
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20 40 60 80 100
GAP VOLTAGE, KILOVOLTS CREST

Figure 21 Radio influence voltage characteristics of a steel
point coated with dielectric material, 1" diameter bar, 0.0?0"
diameter point, l/l6" point projection.
0.99.
O - No current

Q - 500 amperes Phase angle - 0°
A - 500 amperes Phase angle - 90° Lead
O- 500 amperes Phase angle - 90° Lag

Relative air density,
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20 40 60 SO 100
GAP VOLTAGE, KILOVOLTS CREST

Figure 22 Radio influence voltage characteristics of a steel
point coated with dielectric material. 1" diameter bar, 0.020"
diameter point, l/l6" point projection.
0.99.
0 - No current

• - 500 amperes Phase angle - 0°
A - 500 amperes Phase angle - 90° Lead
O- 500 amperes Phase angle - 90° Lag

Relative air density,
♦
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magnetic field. The FI and QP were also checked at each 

voltage with 250 and 1000 amperes. The pothts were so 

close together that it would be very difficult to distin- 
uish between them if they were all plotted on one curve. 
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CON CLUS ION S 

1. The point projection from the bar influences the 

corona onset voltage. 

2. The bar diameter for a f ixod point projection in- 

f1ences the corona onset voltage. 

3. The phenomenon of "termination lead" is also pre- 

sent with this geometry 

4. Magnetic fields of the magnitude encountered on 

high voltage transmission lines where corona is present 
have no measurable influence on the onset voltage, pulse 

repetition rate, pulse height, or radio noise characteris- 

tics of neativo corona, from a steel point, regardless of 

phase an;le with respect to the high voltage waveform. 

. ny influence o the maf,netic fold on the onset 

voltages, both positive and negative, and the radio noise 

characteristics of a dielectric point Is not dgtecta1'le. 
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